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Abstract 
The Oregon Lake Watch (OLW) volunteer monitoring program was resurrected after over a 
decade in hibernation. The new program was designed to educate the public about threats of 
aquatic invasive species (AIS), provide early detection of AIS invasions, and provide long term 
water quality data for the better management of Oregon’s lakes and reservoirs. Protocols were 
created for citizen scientists to survey for AIS, collect temperature and water clarity data, and 
record the data through an online data entry portal.  An OLW website was developed to educate 
about AIS and provide survey protocols and identification materials to volunteers. AIS surveys 
were focused on Watch List Species which are selected AIS that have a negative impact on the 
beneficial uses of our waterbodies. Eighteen volunteers were trained during five sessions 
conducted in western and central Oregon. Fourteen of the trained volunteers collected data from 
sixteen waterbodies. Six Watch List species and one other AIS species were observed in four of 
the waterbodies.  The three Watch List Species observed in Salish Pond and one in Olallie Lake 
were new observations.  Temperature measurements indicated a wide range of thermal profiles 
and Secchi transparency measurement indicated a range of trophic status from oligotrophic to 
eutrophic. 
Introduction 
Oregon’s lakes and reservoirs face threats from many sources.  Increased movement and 
introduction of aquatic invasive species (AIS) through recreation and commerce, for example, 
threatens our native species as well as other beneficial uses of our waters.  Stresses from 
activities such as shoreline development, leaking septic tanks, and agricultural runoff lead to 
degraded water quality.  Fortunately, implementation of best management practices such as 
proper boat decontamination and maintenance of septic systems can diminish these threats and 
promote healthy aquatic ecosystems.  Volunteer-based citizen-science programs can play an 
important role in maintaining healthy lake and reservoir ecosystems in a number of ways: 
 By educating volunteers about the threats to our waterbodies from AIS, how they are spread, 
and how to reduce the probability of spread.  Educated volunteers share knowledge of AIS 
and water quality issues to their friends, family, and other community members.    
 By training volunteers to identify AIS.  More trained eyes in the field looking for high 
priority AIS increases the probability of the early detection of AIS.  Early detection is 
important since a wider variety of management options, and more successful outcomes are 
available during the early stages of an aquatic invasion.  
 By collection of relatively inexpensive water quality data over the long term.  Long term data 
are essential for helping determine whether changes in water quality are a result of human 
activity or due to natural variation.  Since this data can be expensive for professionals to 
collect over the long term, volunteer data can be very useful in filling data gaps.   
A number of states have instituted successful volunteer-based citizen-science programs focused 
on early detection of aquatic invasive species and water quality characteristics.  Programs such 
as the Wisconsin Citizen Lake Monitoring Network, the Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring 
Program, and Florida LAKEWATCH provide hands-on training, field equipment, identification 
guides, access to expertise, and access to information on websites, reports, and newsletters.  In 
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return, volunteers commit to long-term monitoring at regular intervals using program protocols 
for data collection, documentation and quality control procedures.  From 1991 through the early 
2000s, Portland State University (PSU) and the Oregon DEQ coordinated the Oregon Citizen 
Lake Watch volunteer monitoring program.  Volunteers collected water quality information and 
helped with early detection efforts targeting hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata). Volunteers surveyed 
over 50 lakes across of Oregon until funding difficulties lead to the program’s dormancy.  
This project developed and implemented a renewed Oregon Lake Watch program (OLW).  The 
OLW has a focus on early detection of AIS including noxious aquatic weed species, non-native 
crayfish, New Zealand mud snails, Asian clams, and zebra/quagga mussels.  In addition, OLW is 
focused on the collection of simple and inexpensive water quality data that can be maintained 
over the long term: water clarity (Secchi transparency) and temperature profile data. 
There were several components to this project: 1) development of survey protocols, sampling 
equipment, and species identification materials; and selection of important AIS species, 2) 
development of a website to disseminate general information about the program, specific 
information such as protocols and species identification materials to volunteers, 3) development 
of a database to store volunteer monitoring results and an online interface for volunteers to enter 
and view data, 4) recruitment of volunteers, 5) training and ongoing support of volunteers and 6) 
the management and summary of data collected by volunteers.   
Development of standard operating procedures 
Several well established AIS and water quality volunteer monitoring programs were used as 
models for the OLW standard operating procedures (SOPs).  Programs included the Maine 
Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (www.mainevolunteerlakemonitors.org) which has more 
than 1000 volunteers; the Wisconsin Citizen Lake Monitoring Network 
(dnr.wi.gov/lakes/CLMN) has over 1000 volunteers; and the Michigan Cooperative Lakes 
Monitoring Program (www.micorps.net) which has almost 400 volunteers.  One common 
characteristic of these programs is there were initially focused on water quality monitoring, but 
added AIS monitoring as the impacts of AIS and the value of early detection have become more 
evident.   
SOPs for OLW AIS monitoring (Appendix A) were developed for four general survey types: 
shoreline observation, rake toss sampling, minnow trap deployment, and mussel substrate 
monitoring.  Shoreline observation methods were implemented for the survey for submerged, 
emergent, and floating plants, the snails and bivalves associated with the plants, as well as the 
snails and bivalves on rocks and mud.  The rake toss method was developed for surveys of 
deeper submerged and floating leaf plants and well the associated snails and bivalves.  The 
minnow trap method was developed to survey for crayfish, and the mussel substrate method was 
developed for monitoring of adult zebra and quagga mussel colonization. 
Identification materials for Watch List Species (see next section) and other commonly 
encountered plant and animal species were compiled and presented online, and in print form as 
part of the volunteer training.  For the initial training program, we also developed standardized 
data sheets, QA/QC procedures, additional outreach materials, and sourced equipment for 
volunteer kits (i.e., temp logger, Secchi disk, plant rake, crayfish trap, WA aquatic field guide, 
mussel substrate) 
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SOPs for OLW water quality monitoring (Appendix B) were developed for water transparency 
(Secchi depth) and temperature profile measurement.  These parameters were selected for their 
relative simplicity of measurement, low cost, and ecological and educational value to volunteers 
and resource managers.  These ecological and educational values are enhanced as the length of a 
monitoring record increases; a result which is more likely with the easy and inexpensive 
measurements rather than complex and expensive measurement.  Secchi depth measurement 
methods were based on Simpson (1991) and recommendations on the Secchi Dip-In website 
(secchidipin.org).  AquaCal® ClineFinders™ were selected for measuring temperature profiles 
because they can measure down to a depth of 50ft, are accurate to 0.5ºF, and are easy to use.  
Field datasheets for both water quality and AIS sampling were designed for easy transfer of field 
data into the Online Data Portal. 
SOPs were designed so volunteers could choose which type of sampling they conduct based on 
their access to a boat and what sampling they are most interested in.  Volunteers were also given 
the flexibility to choose their own sampling sites, but encouraged to sample water quality at the 
deepest portion of a waterbody, and survey for AIS near public access points. 
Selection of Watch List Species 
Many AIS plants and animals species are a threat to Oregon’s waters and we would like 
volunteers to be able to identify and report them all.  In the interest of not overwhelming 
volunteers with information, however, we created a Watch List of species that are of the highest 
priority for monitoring and reporting.  Species were included on the Watch List based on several 
criteria, primarily known negative impacts to recreation, wildlife, agriculture, public health or 
any public or private property. For plant species, priority was given to species that are on the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture’s Noxious Weed List (ODA 2013) or their informal Watch 
List of potentially invasive plants.  Thirteen plant and nine animal species are included on the 
Watch List (Table 1).  Four of the plants species are emergent shoreline plants and nine are 
submerged or floating plants.  Four of the plant species are not known to be present in Oregon 
while the remainder either have limited distributions in Oregon or have significant impacts 
where present.  Three of the animal species on the Watch List, zebra mussels (Dreissena 
polymorpha), quagga mussels (D. rostriformis bugensis), and virile crayfish (Orconectes virilis) 
are not present in Oregon.  The remaining six animal species have limited or unknown 
distributions in Oregon. 
Website development 
Two websites were developed for the OLW: a primary OLW website and a data entry website.  
The primary website (pdx.edu/oregon-lake-watch/) (Figure 1) is used to disseminate general 
information about the program, program news, information about watch list species, sampling 
protocols, species identification materials, and information about Watch List species.  The 
primary OLW website was initially developed using Google Sites, a free website creation tool 
offered as part of Google Apps.  The site was subsequently migrated over to the PSU Drupal 
website content management system in order to improve website function, integrate the website 
with PSU Center for Lakes and Reservoirs website, and to gain support from PSU’s University 
Communications team. 
The second website (lakewatch.research.pdx.edu/rails/) (Figure 2) was created for volunteer to 
enter their survey data online for storage in a PostgreSQL database.  This task was completed 
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through a subcontract with the Aquatic Bioinvasions Research and Policy Institute.  Registered 
volunteers select their monitoring lake on the website and use a pushpin locator function or enter 
GPS coordinates to define their monitoring locations.  Volunteers can then enter AIS survey, 
temperature profile, and Secchi transparency data.  Individual species found during sampling 
events are recorded through use of a dropdown list of taxa.  Species identifications of Watch List 
species are verified by OLW staff members before results are visible to other volunteers or the 
public.  Volunteers can upload photographs associated with each species to facilitate with rapid 
verification of volunteers’ identification.  
Table 1.  Watch List animal and plant species.  
 Common name Species name Distribution and other notes 
A
n
im
al
s 
zebra mussels Dreissena polymorpha Not present in Oregon, very high priority AIS 
quagga mussels D. rostriformis bugensis Not present in Oregon, very high priority AIS 
red swamp crayfish Procambarus clarkii Limited to western Oregon 
ringed crayfish Orconectes neglectus Limited to southwestern Oregon 
rusty crayfish Orconectes rusticus Limited to John Day River watershed 
virile crayfish Orconectes virilis Not present in Oregon 
mystery snails 
Cipangopaludina chinensis/  
C. japonica Scattered throughout Oregon 
New Zealand mudsnails Potamopyrgus antipodarum Scattered throughout Oregon 
Asian clams Corbicula fluminea Throughout Oregon, unknown distribution 
Su
b
m
er
se
d
 p
la
n
ts
 curly leaf pondweed Potamogeton crispus Scattered throughout Oregon 
Eurasian watermilfoil Myriophyllum spicatum 
Common in western Oregon and the Columbia 
Basin; ODA Class B noxious weed 
hydrilla Hydrilla verticillata 
Not present in Oregon, ODA Class A noxious 
weed 
South American Waterweed Egeria densa 
Widespread in western OR; ODA Class B 
noxious weed 
Fl
o
at
in
g 
p
la
n
ts
 
European water chestnut Trappa natans Not present in Oregon 
parrots feather Myriophyllum aquaticum 
Widespread in western OR; ODA Class B 
noxious weed 
South American spongeplant Limnobium laevigatum Not present in Oregon 
water primrose 
Ludwigia hexapatala, L. 
grandiflora, L. peploides Western Oregon; ODA Class B noxious weeds 
yellow floating heart Nymphoides peltata 
Limited in western and central OR;  ODA Class 
A noxious weed 
Em
er
ge
n
t 
p
la
n
ts
 common reed Phragmites australis ssp. australis 
Locally abundant along the Lower Columbia 
River;  ODA Class A noxious weed 
flowering rush Botumus umbellatus Not present in Oregon 
giant reed Arundo donax No known naturalized populations in OR 
purple loosestrife Lythrum salicaria Widespread in OR; ODA Class B noxious weed 
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Figure 1.  Primary OLW website homepage.  
 
Figure 2.  Homepage for the OLW data entry website.  
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Figure 3. Recruitment newsletter sent out on February 15, 2013.  
Volunteer recruiting 
Volunteers were recruited 
through email newsletters, 
public outreach at trade 
shows, and direct contact 
with family, friends, and 
colleagues.  Recruitment 
newsletters using the email 
newsletter marketing website 
YMLP (ymlp.com) (e.g. 
Error! Reference source not 
found.) were sent out to 
prospective volunteers 
including previous lake watch 
program volunteers, Oregon 
Lakes Association members, 
soil and water conservation 
districts, watershed councils, 
and state and federal agencies 
in Oregon.  The initial 
recruitment email was sent to 
239 email address, to which 
194 were successfully 
delivered.  Additional 
recruitment emails were sent 
out to 38 more potential 
volunteers who had indicated 
they were interested in more 
information at the Oregon 
State Marine Board and 
Pacific States Marine 
Fisheries booths at the Pacific 
Northwest Sportsmen’s Show 
during February 2013; and at 
the Oregon Lake Watch 
booth at better living show 
during March 2013.   
Potential volunteers were 
asked to fill out a brief survey 
(Appendix D) intended to 
help refine the program and 
schedule training sessions. 
The survey included 
questions about volunteers’ levels of experience with plant identification and water quality 
sampling, their ability to travel to and attend a training session, and their sampling equipment 
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needs.  The survey included an informed consent clause approved by the Human Subjects 
Research Review Committee at PSU. 
Volunteer training  
Five OLW volunteer training sessions were conducted in western and central Oregon during 
2013 (Table 2).  A total of 18 volunteers attended the trainings.  Each session lasted 
approximately six hours and included training in safe sample procedures, choice of sampling 
sites, AIS survey protocols, species identification techniques, water quality sampling protocols, 
and data recording requirements.  The Online Data Entry portal was not complete by the time of 
the trainings so volunteers were trained in data at a later date via email and phone.  Species 
identification training included hands on training with fresh plant samples, pressed plant 
samples, preserved mussel and snail samples, and printed training materials.  Four of the five 
training sessions included a short field trip to a waterbody to practice all aspects of a sampling 
event from selection of sampling sites to recording of data.  The sessions concluded by issuing 
each volunteer a sampling kit which include a binder of training protocols and species 
identification sheets, the plant identification book, a double sided thatch rake, a modified 
minnow trap, a Secchi disk and viewing tube, ruler, and a Clinefinder™ water temperature 
probe. 
Table 2.  OLW training sessions conducted during 2013.  
Training session location Training date Number of trainees 
Blue Lake Regional Park, Fairview, OR 6/6/2013 6 
Salem Public Library, Salem, OR 6/8/2013 3 
Rogue Valley Community College, Grants Pass, OR 6/9/2013 2 
Bend Public Library, Bend, OR 6/22/2013 4 
Portland State University, Portland, OR 7/13/2013 3 
  Total trainees             18 
Monitoring results summary 
Fourteen of the 18 trained OLW volunteers surveyed at least one waterbody during 2013 and 
early 2014.  Volunteers surveyed a total of 16 waterbodies that were located from central to 
northwest Oregon (Figure 4).  AIS surveys were conducted or water quality samples were 
collected during 41 total sampling trips (  
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Table 3).  This number does not include samplings trips to Trillium Lake, Staats Lake, and 
Benson Pond, which have not yet been recorded in the Online Data Portal.  Rake or shoreline 
AIS surveys were conducted during 20 of the sampling events.  Crayfish traps were set on a total 
of six dates at five of the waterbodies.  Mussel substrates were deployed at five waterbodies and 
were checked for colonization a total of six times. Water temperature was recorded at at least one 
site per waterbody during each trip and Secchi depth was recorded during 31 of the 41 sampling 
trips.  Detailed results of AIS and water quality sampling for each waterbody are included in 
Appendix A.  
Volunteers detected 6 Watch List Species in 4 of the 16 surveyed waterbodies (Table 4).  Three 
Watch List Species were detected in Cullaby Lake, three in Salish Pond, and one each in Suttle 
Lake and Olallie Lake.  An additional AIS species that is not on the Watch List, cabomba 
(Cabomba caroliniana) was recorded in Cullaby Lake.  The most commonly detected Watch List 
Species was Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum), which was recorded in three 
waterbodies, although the identification is tentative in Cullaby Lake.  Two of the six Watch List 
Species detected were animals: Asian clams (Corbicula fluminea) and Chinese or Japanese 
mysterysnails (Cipangopaludina chinensis or C. japonica).  The mysterysnail sample collected 
from Salish Pond was not narrowed down to species due to the overlap in shell morphological 
characteristics between the two Cipangopaludina spp. 
Observations of Watch List Species in Northeast Salish Pond (Eurasian watermilfoil, curlyleaf 
pondweed, and Chinese or Japanese mysterysnails) and in Olallie Lake (Asian clams) were the 
first known recordings of the species in these lakes.  If the identification of Eurasian watermilfoil 
in Cullaby Lake is confirmed, that would be the first known recorded observation in the lake.  
The other Watch List Species that were observed in Cullaby Lake (cabomba, Brazilian elodea, 
and fragrant waterlily) had been previously recorded (Sytsma 2005).  The population of Eurasian 
watermilfoil in Suttle Lake had also been recorded. 
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Figure 4.  Location of sites surveyed by OLW volunteers for which data has been entered into the Online Data 
Entry Portal, as displayed on the Portal.  
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Table 3.  Summary of OLW survey sites and sampling efforts during 2013 and early 2014.  
    
In
 O
LW
 P
o
rt
al
? 
Number of dates completed 
Lake Name Site Name Latitude Longitude S
am
p
lin
gs
 
Se
cc
h
i  
Te
m
p
er
at
u
re
  
Su
b
st
ra
te
 
ch
ec
ks
 
C
ra
yf
is
h
 t
ra
p
 
R
ak
e 
to
ss
 
Sh
o
re
lin
e 
o
b
se
rv
at
io
n
 
Breitenbush Lake Breitenbush, north 44.7701 -121.7781 Y 1 1 1 
  
1 1 
Breitenbush Lake Breitenbush, south 44.7661 -121.7822 Y 1 1 1 
  
1 1 
Clear Lake Deepest, mid-north 46.1736 -123.9426 Y 1 1 1 
  
1 1 
Cullaby Lake Deepest, mid-south 46.0806 -123.9025 Y 2 2 2 1 
 
2 2 
Laurance Lake AIS 1 45.4586 -121.6671 Y 1 
    
1 1 
Laurance Lake AIS 2 45.4591 -121.674 Y 1 
    
1 1 
Laurance Lake Deep spot 45.4603 -121.6623 Y 3 3 3 
    Laurance Lake Kim Brun 45.4597 -121.664 Y 1 
    
1 1 
Laurance Lake Site 1 45.4581 -121.6643 Y 3 
   
1 3 3 
Laurance Lake Site 2 45.4574 -121.6617 Y 3 
   
1 3 3 
Laurance Lake WQ Briita 45.4601 -121.6672 Y 1 1 1 
  
1 1 
Monon Lake Mon-1, north 44.7967 -121.7797 Y 3 3 3 
  
1 1 
Monon Lake Mon-2, south basin 44.7925 -121.7879 Y 3 3 3 
  
1 1 
Olallie Lake OLA-1, Peninsula Ramp 44.8029 -121.7789 Y 3 3 3 
  
1 1 
Olallie Lake OLA-2, deep 44.8084 -121.7885 Y 3 3 3 
  
1 1 
Prineville Reservoir Honey Pot 44.1208 -120.6959 Y 1 
  
1 
   Prineville Reservoir Inlet 44.1288 -120.6972 Y 1 
   
1 
 
1 
Prineville Reservoir Roberts Bay East 44.121 -120.699 Y 2 2 2 
    Prineville Reservoir Social Security Beach 44.1247 -120.696 Y 2 2 2 
    Prineville Reservoir West 44.1276 -120.7041 Y 1 1 1 
    Salish Pond, NE 17090012004138 45.5295 -122.4481 Y 8 8 8 
  
3 1 
Suttle Lake atlas site 44.4226 -121.7362 Y 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 
Timothy Lake Deep spot 45.1188 -121.7701 Y 3 3 3 
    Timothy Lake Site 1 45.1161 -121.7714 Y 3 1 1 
 
2 3 3 
Timothy Lake Site 2 45.1082 -121.7914 Y 3 3 3 
  
3 3 
Timothy Lake Site 3 45.1141 -121.8023 Y 3 3 3 
  
3 3 
Wahtum Lake 1 - far side 45.584 -121.7933 Y 1 
    
1 1 
Wahtum Lake 2 - outflow 45.5814 -121.7997 Y 1 
     
1 
Wahtum Lake 3 - trail access 45.5819 -121.795 Y 1 
     
1 
Wahtum Lake deep spot 45.5821 -121.7942 Y 1 1 1 1 1 
  Willow Creek Res. Willow Creek Res. 45.3459 -119.5432 Y 1 1 1 
  
1 1 
Fishhawk Lake Unknown*   N 9 * 9 * * * * 
Staats Lake Unknown*   N * * * * * * * 
Benson Pond Unknown*   N * * * * * * * 
Trillium Lake Unknown*   N * * * * * * * 
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Table 4.  Watch List, other AIS, and native species reported by OLW volunteers. 
 
C
u
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Sa
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e,
 C
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o
p
  C
o
. 
M
o
n
o
n
 L
ak
e 
W
ah
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m
 L
ak
e 
W
ill
o
w
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re
ek
 R
es
. 
Ti
m
o
th
y 
La
ke
 
P
ri
n
ev
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e 
R
es
er
vo
ir
 
La
u
ra
n
ce
 L
ak
e 
Fi
sh
h
aw
k 
La
ke
 
Tr
ill
iu
m
 L
ak
e
 
B
en
so
n
 P
o
n
d
 
St
aa
ts
 L
ak
e
 
Number of AIS spp. 
reported 4 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Myriophyllum spicatum, 
Eurasian milfoil 
X X  X            
 
Nymphaea odorata, 
fragrant waterlily 
X               
 
Potamogeton crispus, curly 
leaf pondweed 
 X              
 
Egeria densa, Brazilian 
elodea 
X               
 
Cabomba caroliniana, 
cabomba* 
X               
 
Corbicula fluminea, Asian 
clam 
  X             
 
Cipangopaludina chinensis 
or C. japonica, 
Chinese/Japanese 
mysterysnail 
 X              
 
Native species reported 
Brasenia schreberi, water 
shield X  
  
            
Ceratophyllum demersum, 
coontail  X               
Elodea canadensis, 
Canadian waterweed  X 
 
X             
Potamogeton sp., 
waterweed  X 
 
X     X        
Nitella sp., brittlewort  X 
  
            
Nuphar polysepala, yellow 
water lily X  
  
 X           
Schoenoplectus sp., 
bulrush  X 
  
            
Typha sp., cattail X X 
  
            
Juga sp., river snail X  
  
            
Other gastropod, snails X X 
  
            
* AIS species but not on the OLW Watch List. 
Temperature profile and Secchi depth data are available for 12 of the survey lakes.  Surface 
water temperatures ranged from a chilly of 6.7 ºC during October at Monon Lake which is 
located high in the Oregon Cascades; to a balmy 26.6 ºC during July at Salish Pond Northeast, 
which is located in the Portland Metro area (Table 5).  The mixed surface layer (epilimnion) 
depths of the lakes ranged from 1.5 m in Monon Lake to 11.5 m in Suttle Lake.  Secchi 
transparencies ranged from less than 1 m in Cullaby Lake to 12 m in Wahtum Lake.  Secchi 
transparencies could not be measured in three of the lakes because the water clarity was greater 
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than the depth of each lake.  The range of Secchi transparencies indicates a wide range of trophic 
status across the lakes.  The low Secchi transparency of Cullaby Lake, for instance, indicates the 
lake is likely eutrophic.  A eutrophic lake is generally high in nutrients which support dense algal 
and aquatic plant growth.  At the other extreme, the high transparency of Wahtum Lake indicates 
the lake is oligotrophic.  Oligotrophic lakes are generally low in the nutrients that support algal 
and aquatic plant growth.  
Table 5.  Ranges of surface water temperature, epilimnetic depth, and Secchi depth observed in each survey 
lakes during 2013 and trophic status of the lakes inferred fro m Secchi depth. 
Waterbody 
Surface water 
temperature (ºC) 
Epilimnion 
depth (m) 
Secchi 
depth (m) 
Trophic status based 
on Secchi depth 
Breitenbush  Lake 19.4 2 Hit bottom at 7m Oligotrophic 
Clear Lake 12.8 not stratified 1.5 Eutrophic* 
Cullaby Lake 20.3 – 20.6 not stratified 0.9 - 1.1 Eutrophic* 
Laurance Lake 18.7 – 20.3 3 - 4 5.5 – 5.7 Oligotrophic 
Monon Lake 6.7 – 19.5 1.5 Hit bottom at 12 m Oligotrophic 
Olallie Lake 7.2 – 19.1 2.5 - 3 Hit bottom at 11.6 m Oligotrophic 
Prineville Reservoir 20.5 – 24.3 4 - 10 2.2 - 4 Mesotrophic 
Salish Pond, NE 6.1 – 26.6 2.5 - 3.5 1.1 - 3.8 
Eutrophic to 
mesotrophic 
Suttle Lake 18.6 – 21.2 6.5 - 11.5 5.2 - 7 Oligotrophic 
Timothy Lake 20.5 – 22.0 6 - 8 7.7 - 10.3 Oligotrophic 
Wahtum Lake 16.7 3 12 Oligotrophic 
Willow Creek Reservoir 23.1 5 3.6 Mesotrophic 
* Secchi of Clear and Cullaby Lakes influenced by color from dissolved humic material in the water so their eutrophic 
classification may not be correct. 
Discussion 
The first year of the OLW program was successful in creating protocols for AIS and water 
quality sampling, a website for providing information to volunteers and the public, and an online 
data entry portal and database. Trained volunteers surveyed for AIS and collect water quality. 
New detections of Watch List species provide the opportunity for mangers to consider options 
for their management.  The detections may not have been recorded without the OLW project for 
several reasons. One reason is there were more trained eyes out looking for AIS because of the 
OLW. Another reason is that the public, and even professionals, may assume that some AIS 
species have already been documented and fail to report observations. For example, the 
mysterysnails detected in Salish Pond may have been observed in the past since the pond is 
surburban and fairly well visited, but would not have been reported without the OLW program. 
The water clarity and temperature data collected provides that beginning of a long term dataset 
that will be useful for detecting trends and patterns due to management of the lakes, their 
watersheds, and broader scale regional factors such as weather and climate change. 
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Appendix A. Waterbody survey reports 
BREITENBUSH LAKE, MARION COUNTY 
Breitenbush Lake is a small glacially carved lake 
located in near the crest of the Cascade Mountains 
just to the north of Mount Washington (Figure 5).  
The lake was surveyed for AIS and water quality 
once during 2013.  Shoreline surveys did not reveal 
any AIS. 
Temperature profiles and Secchi transparency 
were measured at two sites: the shallow south basin, 
and the deeper north basin. The surface water 
temperature in the deeper basin was 19 ºC (66ºF) and 
was mixed down to a depth of two meters.  The 
surface water temperature in the shallow basin was 
3ºC warmer than the deeper basin.  The Secchi 
transparency was deeper than the maximum depth of 
the lake, however, since the Secchi disk could be 
seen at seven meters when it hit the bottom, the lake 
can be characterized as oligotrophic.  
 
 
Figure 5.  Breitenbush Lake location, 
temperature profiles, and Secchi 
transparency. 
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CLEAR LAKE, CLATSOP COUNTY 
Clear Lake is a small, shallow lake located in 
Clatsop County south of the town of Astoria 
(Figure 6).  The lake was surveyed by OLW 
volunteers once during the fall of 2013 using rake 
toss and shoreline observation methods. No AIS 
species were detected and one native plant species, 
yellow waterlily (Nuphar polysepala), was 
recorded via the Online Data Entry Portal. 
Zebra/quagga mussel substrates were deployed, but 
have not been checked for colonization. 
The lake was not stratified during the October 
sampling event and is too shallow to stratify for 
any long periods of time.  Secchi transparency was 
1.5 m which may indicate the lake is eutrophic 
although dissolved humic material in the water may 
be part of the cause for the poor water clarity.   
 
 
 
Figure 6. Clear Lake location, temperature 
profile, and Secchi transparency.  
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CULLABY LAKE, CLATSOP COUNTY 
Cullaby Lake is located on the Clatsop Plains 
just the north of Seaside, Oregon (Figure 7).  
Volunteers conducted surveys on two dates during 
2013 for AIS using rake toss, shoreline 
observation, and minnow trap methods.  The 
volunteers also deployed and checked zebra/quagga 
mussel substrates.   
Four AIS plants were observed during the 
surveys: Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum 
spicatum), fragrant waterlily (Nymphaea odorata), 
Brazilian elodea (Egeria densa), and Cabomba 
(Cabomba caroliniana). Eurasian watermilfoil has 
not previously been recorded at Cullaby Lake and 
remains a tentative identification based on the lack 
of a physical sample for verification or detailed 
photographs.  No crayfish, zebra/quagga mussels, 
or other AIS were encountered. 
Native species that were detected and entered 
into the Online Data Portal include watershield 
(Brasenia schreberi), yellow waterlily (Nuphar 
polysepala), river snails (Juga sp.) and physid 
snails (Physidae family).   
Surface water temperatures on both sampling 
dates were around 20ºC (68ºF) and mixed 
throughout the water column.  Secchi 
transparencies ranged from 0.9 to 1.1 m.  This poor 
water clarity indicates eutrophic conditions; 
however, the low clarity of the lake is partially due 
to dissolved colored humic material in the water 
rather than phytoplankton.   
 
Figure 7.  Cullaby Lake location, Secchi 
transparency, and temperature profiles.  
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LAURANCE LAKE, HOOD RIVER COUNTY 
Laurance Lake is a small irrigation supply and 
recreation reservoir located north of Mount Hood 
in the Mount Hood National Forest (Figure 8).  The 
reservoir was surveyed for AIS, temperature 
profiles and Secchi transparency by two separate 
OLW volunteers duing 2013.  AIS surveys were 
conducted on three dates using rake toss and 
shoreline zig-zag methods and minnow traps were 
deployed on one date.  No AIS were detected 
during the surveys. 
Temperature in the lake ranged up to 20ºC 
(68ºF) and the surface water was mixed to a depth 
of four meters in July and three meters in August.  
The averages of triplicate Secchi transparency 
measurements ranged from 5.5 to 5.7 meters which 
is indicative of an oligotrophic reservoir. 
  
 
Figure 8.  Laurance Lake location, Secchi 
transparency, and temperature profiles.  
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MONON LAKE, JEFFERSON COUNTY  
Monon Lake is one of a large group of small 
glacially carved lakes located on a high plateau at 
the crest of the Cascade Mountains to the north of 
Mount Washington (Figure 10).  OLW volunteers 
surveyed the lake using the shoreline zig-zag 
method on three occasions during 2013.  No AIS 
were detected. 
On each date, temperature profiles and Secchi 
transparency measurements were conducted at two 
sites: a shallow south basin site and a deeper north 
basin site.  Surface water temperatures at both sites 
were close to 20ºC (68ºF) during June and August 
and cooled down below 7ºC (45ºF) by the end of 
October.  Surface waters were mixed down to 1.5 
m during the June visit in the deeper basin.  The 
deeper basin was mixed to the bottom of the lake 
(approximately 12 m) during the August and 
October visits.  The shallow basin was completely 
mixed vertically during all visits. 
The Secchi disk was visible on the bottom at 
the deepest part of the lake during all sampling 
events (Figure 9).  Since this was nearly 12 m, the 
lake is considered oligotrophic. 
 
Figure 9. Monon Lake Secchi measurements.   
 
Figure 10.  Monon Lake sampling locations 
and temperature profiles.  
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OLALLIE LAKE, JEFFERSON COUNTY 
Olallie Lake is one of the larger of the 
multitudes of glacially carved lakes along the crest 
of the Cascade Mountains north of Mount 
Washington, Oregon (Figure 11).  OLW volunteers 
surveyed the lake for AIS by shoreline observation 
and rake toss methods on three occasions between 
June and October, 2013.  Asian clam (Corbicula 
fluminea) shells were discovered on the shore, but 
no live specimens were observed in the lake.  No 
other AIS species were encountered. 
Temperature profiles and Secchi transparency 
were measured at two site during each sampling 
event.  Surface temperatures at both the “Deep” site 
and the “Peninsula Ramp” site ranged up to 19ºC 
(66ºF).  The lake was thermally mixed through the 
water column at both sites during August and 
October.  Surface waters were mixed down to 2.5 
m at the “Deep” and 2 m at the “Peninsula Ramp” 
site during the June sampling event.  Water clarity 
was greater than the depth at each sampling site, 
and since the Secchi was visible to a minimum of 
12 m, the lake is considered oligotrophic. 
 
Figure 12.  Olallie Lake Secchi measurements.   
 
Figure 11.  Olallie Lake sampling locations 
and temperature profiles.  
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PRINEVILLE RESERVOIR, CROOK COUNTY 
Prineville Reservoir is a large impoundment of 
the Crooked River in central Oregon (Figure 14).  
The reservoir is popular for boating and other 
recreational activities.  OLW volunteers surveyed 
one site in the reservoir for AIS using rake toss, 
shoreline zig-zag methods, and minnow trap 
methods on July 13, 2013 and no AIS species were 
found. 
Temperature profiles were measured on three 
dates at three sites.  Surface water temperatures 
ranged up to 24ºC (76ºF) and were well mixed to 
four meters during July and increased to near ten 
meters in September 2013 (Figure 13).  Secchi 
transparency ranged from  
 
 
Figure 13.  Prineville Reservoir Secchi transparency.  
 
  
 
Figure 14.  Prineville Reservoir location and 
temperature profiles.  
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SALISH POND, NORTHEAST, MULTNOMAH COUNTY 
Salish Ponds are a series of four ponds located within the Portland’s suburban cities of 
Gresham and Fairview, Oregon (Figure 15).  Volunteers surveyed for AIS on the northeast pond 
on three sampling dates and collected temperature and water clarity data on eight sampling dates 
in 2013 and early 2014.  Two Watch List submerged plant species were reported: Eurasian 
watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) and curly leaf pondweed (Potamogeton crispus).  One 
Watch List snail species was recorded: Chinese or Japanese mysterysnails (Cipangopaludina 
chinensis/C. japonica).  Native species recorded included coontail (Ceratophyllum demersum), 
Canadian waterweed (Elodea canadensis), pondweed (Potamogeton sp.), brittlewort (Nitella 
sp.), bulrush (Schoenoplectus sp.), cattail (Typha sp.), and Physa snails (Physidae family). 
The pond was thermally stratified at around three meters depth during the summer and 
temperatures ranged up to near 27ºC (81ºF).  Secchi transparency decreased from near four 
meters down to one meter over the course of the summer indicates the pond is eutrophic.    
 
Figure 15.  Salish Pond location, Secchi transparency, and temperature profiles.  
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SUTTLE LAKE, JEFFERSON COUNTY 
Suttle Lake is a popular recreation lake located 
in the Deschutes National Forest on the east side of 
the Cascade Range (Figure 16).  A Zebra/Quagga 
mussel substrate deployed at the Suttle Lake Lodge 
dock was checked by volunteers on two dates 
during 2013 and no mussels were founds.  Rake 
toss sampling was conducted on two dates and 
shoreline zig-zag sampling was conducted one of 
the days.  A Myriophyllum species was collected 
that had more than 14 leaflet pairs and may be the 
AIS M. spicatum or a hybrid of M. spicatum and 
the native M. sibribium.  M. spicatum has been 
noted in the lake in the past.  No other AIS were 
detected.  A crayfish trap was deployed on one of 
the sampling dates near the Link Creek inlet and no 
crayfish were captured.  
Temperature profiles and Secchi transparency 
measurements were collected at the Suttle Lake 
“Atlas Site” (Figure 16) on three dates.  The lake 
was mixed down to a depth of 6.5 m on the first 
sampling date in early July and deepened to near 
11.5 m during late August.  Secchi transparency 
ranged from 5.2 m to 7 m which indicates that the 
lake is oligotrophic. 
  
 
Figure 16.  Suttle Lake location, temperature 
profile, and Secchi transparency.  
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TIMOTHY LAKE, CLACKAMAS COUNTY 
Timothy Lake is a large reservoir in the Mount 
Hood National Forest and operated by Portland 
General Electric (Johnson et al. 1985).  The Lake is 
a very popular recreation destination. The reservoir 
was surveyed by volunteers on four sampling dates 
during 2013 and data was entered through the 
Online Data Entry Portal for three of the four dates.  
AIS were surveyed at three sites (Sites 1-3 on 
Figure 17) on three dates using crayfish trap, rake 
toss, and shoreline zig-zag methods.  No AIS were 
detected during the surveys.  Native signal crayfish 
shells were noted along the shoreline.  None, 
however, were captured in the crayfish traps. 
Temperature profiles and Secchi transparency 
was measured at the “Deep Spot” on three dates 
and “Site 1” on one date.  Both sites are located 
near the eastern shore of the reservoir (Figure 17).  
The reservoir was mixed down to six meters during 
the July 19, 2013 sampling and increased to eight 
by the September 13, 2013 sampling event.  Secchi 
transparency ranged from 7.7 m to 10.3 m.  
Replicate Secchi measurements ranged by less than 
5%.  The high transparency of the water indicates 
that the reservoir is oligotrophic. 
  
 
Figure 17.  Timothy Lake location, 
temperature profiles, and Secchi 
transparency measurements.  
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WAHTUM LAKE, HOOD RIVER COUNTY 
Wahtum Lake is a small, deep lake located 
north of Mount Hood in the Mount Hood National 
Forest.  Volunteers surveyed the lake once during 
2013.  Three shoreline sites were surveyed for AIS 
(Figure 18) using the shoreline zig-zag method.  
One site was also surveyed using rake tosses and a 
minnow trap.  No AIS were detected.  The 
volunteer noted that crayfish are present in the lake, 
but none were collected in the traps and they 
appear to be native signal crayfish.   
A temperature profile and Secchi transparency 
measurement was conducted at the “Deep Spot” 
site.  The lake was well mixed to a depth of 2.5 m 
and showed a complex thermal structure below.  
This vertical complexity was most caused by 
alternating days or weeks of calm conditions during 
which surface waters warmed faster and were not 
mixed with lower waters; followed by days or 
weeks of windy conditions that mixed the warmer 
water down into the upper part of the water 
column.  Secchi transparency was 12 m which in 
indicative of an oligotrophic lake. 
 
  
 
Figure 17.  Wahtum Lake location, 
temperature profile, and Secchi 
transparency. 
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WILLOW CREEK RESERVOIR, MORROW COUNTY 
 Willow Creek Reservoir is a 154 ac (0.62 km
2
) 
reservoir in northeast Oregon just upstream from 
the town of Heppner (Figure 19).  A volunteer 
surveyed the reservoir for AIS using the rake toss 
and shoreline zig-zag methods on one occasion 
during 2013.  No AIS species were detected. 
Temperature profiles and Secchi transparency 
was measured on the same occasion.  Surface 
waters were quite warm and well mixed to a depth 
of 5 m.  Replicate Secchi transparency 
measurements averaged 3.6 m with only a 7% 
difference between replicates.  This clarity is 
indicative of a mesotrophic reservoir. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 18.  Willow Creek Reservoir locat ion, 
temperature profile, and Secchi 
transparancy. 
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Overview  
To join OLW doesn’t require any special pre-existing knowledge or experience.  What is needed 
is a sense of curiosity and appreciation for your chosen lake(s).  One of the main goals of the 
Oregon Lake Watch (OLW) program is to work with volunteers to find aquatic invasive species 
(AIS) when populations are small and/or haven’t spread far from their initial point of 
introduction.  Finding infestations early will allow agencies involved in AIS management a 
better chance to minimize impacts to the environment and to recreation; reduce treatment costs; 
and to stop secondary spread to 
nearby waterways or areas 
downstream.  It is cheaper and 
more effective to control small 
patches of weeds than large, fully 
over-grown bays or entire lakes.  
If allowed to establish, AIS are 
extremely difficult to eradicate.   
While finding or identifying 
aquatic plants and animals may 
seem difficult at first, after 
attending one of our regional 
training sessions you should be 
familiar with OLW’s ‘Watch 
List’ species – those plants and 
animals that threaten our waterways and riparian areas.  You may choose to learn the native 
species in your lake as well; doing so will make you that much better prepared to notice when an 
unwelcomed invasive gets a toe-hold.   
We will provide a number of tools and materials to help plan and carry out your surveys, plus 
resources for helping with identification and a streamlined way to 
report your data.  And if you have questions, we’ll be here to help 
you out.   
 
Plant Sampling Protocols 
When to monitor 
For AIS monitoring, we’re asking that you conduct a minimum 
of two surveys each year – one in July and one in late 
August/September.  Because the lifecycle of different plants can 
vary a good deal, it’s important to span the growing season to the 
 
Please follow all posted safety 
signs, speed and other 
regulations for your lake! 
 
Figure 20. Early detection and rapid response (EDRR) can reduce 
the costs to control invasive species and increase chances for 
eradication. 
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greatest extent possible.  For example, the invasive curlyleaf pondweed (Potamogeton crispus) 
will typically be one of the first submersed aquatic weeds to emerge, but it often degrades 
earlier; you are therefore more likely to find this weed earlier in the summer, but might well miss 
it if you only visit in late September.  Conversely, Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum 
spicatum) is easier to identify later in the summer when plants have reached the water surface 
and formed flowering stalks, which allows them to be distinguished from native watermilfoil 
species (Myriophyllum spp.). 
Where to monitor  
The size of your chosen lake may be very large or rather small.  Whatever its size, plan to survey 
at least three (3) distinct sites around your chosen lake.  Ideally each of these should be high-use 
areas such as boat launches, swimming areas, marinas, fishing piers, but might also include 
stream inlets, outlets, shallow arms or lake margins.  If you can, survey additional high use areas 
or areas around the lake perimeter.  OLW will provide you a map with features such as 
bathymetry (depth zones), access points and local roads; these will be available online at the 
Oregon Lake Watch website (http://tinyurl.com/oregonlakewatch) 
Consider the winds when choosing to target specific areas.  Prevailing winds can easily blow 
plant fragments, seeds and other floating debris to collection areas where they may become 
accumulated in piles or windrows along the shore.   Try to target areas where you know plants 
and/or other debris are found after storms or high periods of boating traffic.  Do you know which 
way the wind blows most often at your lake?   
How to monitor 
To monitor for plant AIS, you should choose a minimum of three sites around your waterbody.  
At each of these three sites, you will: 
1) Search the shoreline and littoral zones (i.e., shallow water areas) 100 feet to either side of 
the access point (i.e. boat launch, beach, parking lot), and 
2) In deeper water, take a minimum of three samples with the plant rake.  Please take 
additional samples as your time allows.   
Shoreline Observations 
Submerged & Floating plants: Aquatic plant fragments can form when boaters chop them up 
with outboard motors or they are disturbed by swimmers or paddlers.  Plants like Eurasian 
watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) and Brazilian Elodea (Egeria densa) are also known 
to auto-fragment (breaking apart into small pieces which can then float to new locations and 
take root) in the mid to late summer.  So, if you find plant fragments along the shoreline, it is 
fairly certain that species is established in your lake.   
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Emergent plants:  Emergent invasive plants 
can form dense, impenetrable stands that 
may be unsuitable as cover, food, or nesting 
sites for a wide range of native wetland 
animals.  Emergent weeds like  purple 
loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and yellow 
flag iris (Iris pseudacorus) are typically 
found along the edges of lakes, rivers or 
other areas with wet soils; they can tolerate periods of inundation where their roots are fully 
underwater.  They can spread by outward growth of rhizomes (modified, fleshy stems that 
grow below-ground and store plant starches) or roots or by movement of rhizome fragments 
or seeds to new areas. 
STEP 1:  Fill out a AIS Monitoring Field Datasheet for each survey site; be sure to include 
your name, the lake and survey site name, and the date.  If you have a GPS, collect 
coordinates for the survey site and record them on your AIS Monitoring Field Datasheet.  If 
you don’t have a GPS, make detailed notes about the location so you will be able to pinpoint 
your location when reporting online.  
If you are sampling three sites per lake, you should have three AIS Monitoring Field 
Datasheet after each sampling date.  We will collect these at the end of the season, so please 
hold on to them! 
STEP 2: Gradually move along the shoreline at each of your chosen survey sites. 
STEP 3: Focus on finding plant fragments as you walk away from the access point in one 
direction.  Fragments may be floating at or near the water’s edge or stranded in piles along 
the shoreline (fragments found along the shoreline can often be rehydrated for better 
identification).  Walk at least 100 feet down the shoreline (topography allowing) before 
turning to return to your starting location. 
STEP 4: As you walk back, scan the bank for emergent weeds.   Look for unusual patterns or 
colors that might indicate a unique stand of plants compared to the surrounding vegetation. 
STEP 5: Repeat Steps 2 through 4 moving in the opposite direction down the shoreline.  
STEP 6: Record any suspected Watch List species or species that require 
identification/confirmation.  These records should be entered under the ‘Shoreline 
Observations’ method.  Include your level of confidence with your identification; this can 
help clarify which species need close attention when sent in for confirmation and provide a 
gauge for the effectiveness of our training.  Write down any photos taken to make online 
submission easier.  Make notes of the infestation size choosing from the abundance codes 
noted on the data sheet (for example: are there just a few plants in one to a few locations or 
are there large patches co-dominant with other species?).   
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STEP 7: If you have a digital camera or camera phone, take multiple photos (see the side bar 
for tips on taking reliable photos).  These will help us verify your find.  For fragments of 
submerged or floating plants, take 2-3 photos: (one of the whole fragment; and one to two 
close-ups of leaves, flowers, or seeds).  For emergent species, try to take 3-4 pictures (one of 
the whole infestation, one of the entire plant, and one to two close-ups of leaves, flowers, or 
seeds).  
 If you don’t have a camera, you can send live 
plant samples.  However, since we are often 
out of the office during the summer season, 
PLEASE call before sending samples to 
verify that someone will be here to receive 
them.  Instructions for sending live plants are 
at the end of this section. 
  
 
Photographing Submersed or 
Floating Aquatic Plants for ID 
 Select as complete a specimen as 
possible (leaves, flowers, roots, 
etc.)  
 Clean the plant of sediment, twigs, 
etc. 
 Place the plant in a shallow pan or 
tray that has a plain, 
uncomplicated bottom (no lines, 
patterns, or stains) 
 Work in a stable area (i.e. not in a 
boat); this is especially important 
when using the ‘macro’ setting.   
 Include something for scale (a coin 
or ruler for example)   
 Use a ‘macro’ setting on your 
camera if possible (the icon for this 
setting is typically a small flower) 
 Take the photo using bright, but 
diffuse lighting (outdoors in 
indirect light is often ideal).   
 For plants with whorled leaves like 
waterweeds (Elodea spp.) or 
watermilfoils (Myriophyllum spp.) 
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Rake Toss for Sumberged/Floating-leaved Plants  
Submersed and floating leaved plants can grow in water up to 20 feet deep, but may not be 
easily visible if suspended algae, sediment or organic material in the water column are 
abundant. Try to survey on clear, calm sunny days – these conditions will make seeing plants 
much easier.  Wearing polarized sunglasses can also help you see through the water.  
Finding plants in deeper areas is easiest working from a boat (motor boat, canoe, or kayak) 
with another person; one person can steer the boat while the other looks for aquatic plants 
using a view scope or with a plant rake.  If you do not have access to a boat, sampling may 
be done from a boat dock, marina or even along the shoreline.  Other equipment you will 
need (like a plant rake, view scope, data 
sheet, etc.) are noted on the following 
equipment list.   
Using a plant rake: A simple thatch 
rake has been modified into a 
sophisticated aquatic plant sampling 
tool.  The sharp tines on both sides 
allow the rake to capture underwater 
vegetation and haul it back to the 
surface where better identification is 
possible. Throw the rake away from 
you and let it settle to the lake 
bottom.  You will usually be able to 
feel this through the rope.  Next, pull the rope towards you, dragging the rake along the 
bottom and then hauling it back into the boat.   
Always remember to:  
 Tie off the loose end of your rope to your boat or to the dock before throwing 
it.  That way you won’t lose your sampling rake!   
 Be aware of the sharp tines around your legs, fingers, etc.  
Using a view tube: A view tube can enhance visibility by eliminating surface glare and/or 
chop from wind.  They work well in relatively clear waterbodies, but can’t help you see 
through suspended algae.  And, while using a view tube can help find submerged aquatic 
plant beds, please do not rely on plant identification solely through the view tube.  The 
reason for this is that some Watch List species closely resemble native plants.  So, be sure 
get a sample with your rake.  Also, only use a view tube only when conditions are safe – 
ideally when you have a partner who is steering or paddling.  Move slowly when using 
the view tube – the drag of water against the tube can be very strong, potentially pulling 
the tube from your grip.  
Please do NOT throw plants you collect 
back into the water! This may spread 
unwanted weeds to new areas of your 
lake.  
Instead, dispose of all plants in the trash 
at a boat ramp or campground.  
Alternatively, place them well above the 
waterline where they will thoroughly dry 
out. 
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STEP 8: Look for aquatic plants and any potential obstructions.  Using polarized sunglasses 
and/or a view tube may be helpful.  Plants may be “topped out” (reaching all the way to the 
surface) or mat-forming (low-growing or hugging the sediment) or somewhere in between.  
Avoid throwing your rake anywhere near possible obstructions (rocks, logs/branches, etc); if 
your rake gets stuck, try pulling from a different angle to dislodge it.   
STEP 9: Toss your plant rake at least once in shallow water (2-5 feet deep), mid-depth 
water (5-10 feet deep) and deep water (10-20 feet deep).  The exact depth is not critical and 
will be difficult to judge without a depth finder or marked and weighted rope.  Just aim to 
sample across different depths to capture the different plant communities in each. Inspect 
each rake sample for Watch List species.   
STEP 10: Collect samples of suspected Watch List species or any plants you wish to 
examine more closely on land.  Place plants in a Ziploc bag with water and keep them out of 
direct sunlight (in a cooler or bucket, for example).   
STEP 11:  If you have a digital camera or camera phone, take multiple photos (see the side 
bar on the page 4 for tips on taking reliable photos).  These will help us verify your find. For 
fragments of submerged or floating plants, take 2-3 photos: (one of the whole fragment; and 
one to two close-ups of leaves, flowers, or seeds).  For emergent species, take 3-4 pictures 
(one of the whole infestation, one of the entire plant, and one to two close-ups of leaves, 
flowers, or seeds). 
 If you do not have a camera, you can send live plant samples.  However, since we are 
often out of the office during the summer season, PLEASE call before sending samples to 
verify someone will be here to receive them.  Instructions for sending live plants are at 
the end of this section. 
Remember that your primary goal as an OLW volunteer is to find invasive species, but you 
will probably become familiar with many of the native plants in your lake.  Getting an 
accurate list of the native plants in your lake will help during future surveys, so feel free to 
send us photos/samples of native plants.     
STEP 12: Record any suspected Watch List species or species that require 
identification/confirmation.  These records should be entered under the ‘Rake Toss’ method.  
Make notes of the infestation size choosing from the abundance codes noted on the data sheet 
(for example: are there just a few plants in one to a few locations or are there large patches 
co-dominant with other species?).   
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STEP 13: Move to your next site and repeat Steps 1-11.  As you move to your next site, scan 
the shoreline for emergent Watch List species. Consider bringing binoculars to help spot 
suspect plants – these will allow you to “zoom in” on plants without having to get out of your 
boat or car.  If you are boating to your next site, you can also use the view tube to check for 
plant beds in shallow littoral areas.  If you see any suspect plant between your chosen 
sampling sites, take a closer look.  Get close enough to get good photos and/or get a plant 
sample.   
 If you think you’ve found a Watch List species between your chosen sampling sites, treat 
this as a new sampling site.  Fill out another ‘Plant Data Sheet’ complete with the date, 
your name, the lake, the survey site name and its location (either coordinates from a GPS 
or marked on your hand-held map).   
STEP 14: Report your survey information as soon as possible through our online reporting 
system.  This is especially important if you have found a suspected Watch List species!  
Equipment 
 
 Plant rake & rope 
 View tube 
 Water-tight bags, (e.g. Ziploc

) (* It is easiest to label bags when they are dry.  Consider 
pre-labeling a few with your name, lake, site, and date) 
 Permanent marker (e.g. Sharpie

) and pencil 
 Data recording sheets 
 Clip board   
 Lake map and sampling site maps 
 Bucket or cooler to store bagged plant samples  
 GPS (recommended - optional) 
 Camera (recommended - optional) 
 Binoculars (optional) 
 Hand lens for magnifying small plant 
features (optional) 
 AIS Monitoring Field Datasheet 
 
Again… please do NOT throw plants 
you collect back into the water! Dispose 
of all plants in the trash or place them 
well above the waterline to dry out. 
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Be sure to clean all your 
gear!   
Clean, Drain and Dry  
everything  
that comes into contact 
with  
water, mud or aquatic 
plants! 
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Plant Sample Preservation &/or Submission 
 
To confirm your identifications, we will first look at any photos you submitted online.  If we 
can’t identify the plant from those, we may ask you for additional photos or for you to mail in a 
sample.  For that reason, please preserve samples (especially of any suspected Watch List 
species) until we have confirmed your data.   
Short-term Storage of Fresh Plants   
 Rinse plants gently to remove excess mud and algae. 
 Label each Ziploc
 
bag with the name of lake, sample date, site name and your tentative 
identification. 
 Place plants in a water tight bag (e.g., Ziploc

) with enough water to cover them.   
 Place bags in either: 
o  the refrigerator (ideally within a tray or Tupperware to contain any leaks), or 
o a bucket in a cool, shady location 
 Plants should keep for approximately one week in these conditions. 
Mailing Instructions 
 PLEASE call before sending any samples (either Vanessa at 503-725-2937; or Rich 
at 503-725-9075).   We are often out of the office during the summer season, so we need 
to be sure someone will be able to receive your samples.  Rotten aquatic plants are 
difficult to identify and make for annoyed office-mates.   It’s typically best to send plants 
on Monday or Tuesday – reducing the chances they will sit in transit over the weekend. 
 Keep your plants alive and fresh until you are ready to send them (see above).   
 If possible, collect several (3-5) healthy stems of the plant in question.  If it isn’t possible 
to collect the whole plant, get as much as possible.  The flower, fruits and seeds, floating 
and/or submersed leaves are often helpful in the identification process. Include as many 
structures as possible in your sample.   
 Rinse plants gently to remove excess mud and algae.  
 Lay the plant atop a damp paper towel (moist, but not dripping wet) and cover with 
another.  Place in a Ziploc

 bag.  If you are sending more than one sample, please label 
each bag with your tentative identification.   
 Fill out a Suspected Watch List Plant Sample Form for each sample you are sending. 
 Ship Plants to us via FedEx or UPS at the below address.  Please do not ship samples via 
the USPS - they will sit in a PO Box)  
 
Oregon Lake Watch (PSU-CLR) 
c/o Vanessa Morgan or Rich Miller 
1719 SW 10th Avenue  
SRTC Room 218  
Portland, OR 97201 
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 We will identify your samples ASAP and verify them on the online reporting site.  
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Animal Sampling Protocols 
 
Crayfish Sampling  
 
When to monitor   
Trapping will be most effective if done overnight; it is 
recommended that you set them in the afternoon and retrieve 
them the next morning.  However, if you cannot stay 
overnight, simply set the trap as soon as you arrive and 
retrieve it just before leaving.  Additional time in the water 
allows the bait to diffuse further from the trap and for crayfish to find it.  
Where to monitor  
Crayfish tend to prefer firm to sandy substrates, typically avoiding areas with mucky bottoms.  
Deploy your trap in areas with hard substrates and materials (rock/wood) that provides cover 
from crayfish predators.  Aim for warm, littoral areas approximately 1 to 3 meters deep.  OLW 
will provide you a map with features such as bathymetry (depth zones), access points and local 
roads; these will be available online at the Oregon Lake Watch website 
(http://tinyurl.com/oregonlakewatch).         
How to monitor 
Minnow Traps in Shallow Water Areas 
One crayfish trap or minnow trap (modified with an opening of 1.5 to 2 inches) will be 
provided to each OLW volunteer who expresses interest in monitoring for these invasives.  If 
you have additional traps of your own, feel free to set those as well.   
STEP 1: You may bait the trap with dry dog or cat food, canned cat food, fresh fish heads, or 
mackerel or other oily fish.  Any bait should be enclosed in a bait bag (cheese cloth or other 
mesh material) or, alternatively, a plastic bag poked with numerous holes.   
STEP 2: Deploy the trap either offshore from a boat/canoe being sure to securely tie it to a 
rope and buoy, marked with your name and/or “Oregon Lake Watch – Research”; or near 
shore simply staked to the bank, a tree, rock or other stable object.   
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 Traps may be stolen or vandalized if left unattended, but alternately are at risk for 
becoming  for becoming a nuisance to boaters navigating in high-use areas.  Use your 
best judgment.  If staking your trap to the shore, think about setting it in a less 
obvious site and making the ropes and/or buoy difficult to see.  If using a buoy, make 
it as visible as possible to help boaters avoid it.  
STEP 3: Retrieve the trap and check for crayfish.  
STEP 4: If you have any crayfish that are NOT clearly the native signal crayfish (smooth 
claws with a distinctive white oval patch) then retain 1-2 of the largest crayfish present in the 
trap (if there is more than one species of crayfish in the trap, retain 1-2 of each).  These 
records should be entered under the ‘Minnowtrap’ method.   
STEP 5: Take photos to submit with your data.   
STEP 6: Preserve crayfish samples either by freezing them or placing them in a mason jar 
(or other sealed container) with rubbing alcohol/everclear/vodka until we have confirmed 
your data.      
STEP 7:  Report your survey information as soon as possible through our online reporting 
system.  This is especially important if you have found a suspected Watch List species! 
Equipment 
 Crayfish (minnow) trap  
 Rope  
 Plastic milk/juice jug for buoy (optional) 
 Wading boots/chest waders (optional) 
 Digital camera (optional) 
 Closed container (e.g., a mason jar) or Ziplok bag  
 Rubbing alcohol 
 AIS Monitoring Field Datasheet 
  Q: Do I need permit or angling 
license to collect animals? 
A: No.  All OLW volunteers may 
collect samples under an 
agreement with the Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife.  
You may collect samples as 
outlined in these protocols in order 
to help detect invasive species here 
in Oregon.         
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General Mollusk Sampling  
When to monitor   
Avoid sampling when algae blooms create poor 
water clarity. Some snails are sensitive to high 
light levels, so sampling during the early morning 
or later afternoon is a good option.   
Where to monitor  
Sampling for mollusks can typically be done at 
the same sampling sites as were used for aquatic plants (high-use areas such as boat launches, 
swimming areas, marinas, fishing piers, but might also include stream inlets, outlets, shallow 
arms or lake margins).  However, still-water systems like lakes and ponds can create a wide array 
of habitats depending upon the substrate (cobble, rock, sand, silt, etc.), water depth, sunlight, and 
wave action.  It is therefore important to sample across as many habitats as possible to increase 
your chances of finding the various Watch List species.    OLW will provide you a map with 
features such as bathymetry (depth zones), access points and local roads; these will be available 
online at the Oregon Lake Watch website (http://tinyurl.com/oregonlakewatch).  
How to monitor 
Shoreline Observations with Zig-zag Method 
STEP 1: This method involves walking parallel the shoreline in a zig-zag pattern wading 
between shallow water and deeper water (go only as deep as you feel comfortable given the 
terrain and the length of your arm).  Stop every other step to pull out loose rocks, cobble and 
woody debris and/ or aquatic plants to inspect for snails and loose shells along the bottom.  
Do this for 10-15 minutes.   
STEP 2: If you find any suspected Watch List species, take 2-3 photos (using methods 
similar to those for aquatic plants) and collect 1-3 individuals in a Ziploc

 bag.   
STEP 3:  Preserve snail/mussel samples either by freezing them or placing them in a mason 
jar (or other sealed container) with rubbing alcohol/everclear/vodka until we have confirmed 
your data. 
STEP 4: Report your survey information as soon as possible through our online reporting 
system.  This is especially important if you have found a suspected Watch List species!  
These records should be entered under the ‘Shoreline Observations’ method 
 
Asian clams (L) and New Zealand mudsnails (R). 
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Rake Toss for Snails/Mussels in Plants 
Sampling in deeper water can be difficult, 
requiring a heavy and expensive dredge.  For the 
purposes of Oregon Lake Watch, it will be 
sufficient to look at attached mollusks within plant 
samples gathered by plant rake.
1
   
STEP 1: Take a plant rake sample of plants with 
the plant rake.  
STEP 2: Free the plants from the rake and place 
them in a 5-Gallon bucket ~ half filled with water 
out of the lake.  Shake the plants gently (swirling 
and dunking) for one to two minutes.  This will 
loosen many organisms which should then drop to 
the bottom of the bucket.   
STEP 3: Pour out the excess water carefully! 
(New Zealand mud snails are very small (3-6 mm or 0.1-0.3 in) and could easily get 
discarded in the water).   
STEP 4: Closely observe what remains in the bucket.  A hand-lens may be helpful.   
STEP 5: Document, preserve and report any Suspect Watch species as outlined in the 
previous section.  These records should be entered under the ‘Rake Toss’ method 
Equipment 
 Closed container (e.g., a mason jar) or Ziplok bag  
 Rubbing alcohol  
 Plant rake (if sampling in deep water areas) 
 5-Gallon bucket (if sampling in deep water areas) 
 Wading boots/chest waders (optional) 
 Digital camera (optional)  
 AIS Monitoring Field Datasheet 
  
                                                 
1
 We also strongly encourage you to also deploy a Zebra/Quagga Mussel Substrate in your lake and check it 
regularly for zebra and quagga mussels as well as other organisms. 
 
That is quite a plant sample! 
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Zebra/Quagga Mussel Substrate (“Portland Sampler”) Monitoring  
Zebra and quagga mussels are very high priority 
invasive species that cause significant ecological and 
economic harm in waterbodies.  These species are 
native to Eastern Europe and Asia and have been 
transported as stowaways on boat hulls and in bilges.  
Since zebra and quagga mussels can have such a 
negative impact, the State of Oregon and others have 
spent considerable time and energy trying to prevent 
their invasion by inspecting boats coming in to Oregon 
and by educating the public about how to keep their 
boats clean. Prevention and containment efforts are 
dependent on accurate and timely monitoring and 
early detection.  Zebra and quagga mussels are one of 
the only freshwater mussels that can attach to hard 
substrates such as rocks, docks or dams.  For early 
detection sampling for zebra and quagga mussels, you 
will use an artificial substrate sampler called a 
Portland Sampler that will ideally be left in place for 
one or more years.  Portland samplers provide good habitat for mussel colonization and are easy 
to sample.  Additionally, visually inspect other hard submerged surfaces, like the underside of 
dock floats, for the presence of attached bivalves.  
When to monitor   
Do not deploy or check your Portland Sampler if the weather compromises your safety (e.g. if 
it’s icy out or if there are strong winds).  Check the Sampler monthly (or as often as you can) for 
zebra or quagga mussel colonization or signs of other invasive aquatic species such as New 
Zealand mudsnails or aquatic plants.   
Where to monitor  
Choose a deployment site where the Portland Sampler rope will not impede swimmers or 
boaters; where the Sampler will remain underwater as lake levels drop; and where you have 
permission to deploy the Sampler.  Your private dock is a great place for deployment.  The 
Sampler provides habitat at multiple water depths and does not need to rest on the lake sediment 
(the larvae swim and settle onto substrate). The ideal water depth is 30 ft, but areas that are more 
shallow or deeper are adequate.  
How to monitor   
Sampler Deployment  
 
Zebra/quagga mussel substrate sampler 
(aka the “Portland Sampler”). 
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STEP 1: After determining your site using the above criteria, deploy your Portland Sampler 
by securing it to a dock or other structure.   
STEP 2:  Describe the location on your field sampling datasheet so that you can find the 
Sampler when you return to check for colonization by mussels or snails.  If you have a GPS 
unit, record the latitude and longitude on the field sampling datasheet.  Don’t worry if you do 
not have a GPS, you will be able to estimate the location later on using our online data entry 
map.  Record the date and time that you deployed the Sampler on the field datasheet. 
Routine Sampler Checks  
STEP 1:  Check the Sampler monthly (or as often as you can) for zebra or quagga mussel 
colonization or signs of other invasive aquatic species such as New Zealand mudsnails or 
aquatic plants.  When checking the Sampler, remove it slowly from the water to avoid loss of 
any colonizing organisms.  You can also quickly and easily check other hard substrates such 
as floats, submerged portions of docks, piers, or rocks. The inspection is both visual and 
tactile; you are looking for mussels that are attached to the substrate. The mussels prefer to 
colonize on the inside of the pipes around the holes or in nooks and crannies, e.g. near knot 
in rope. Record the sampling date and time and any organisms you found on the field 
datasheet.  
STEP 2:  If you find zebra or quagga mussels (or any other suspected Watch List species), 
take 2-3 photos (use methods similar to those for aquatic plants).   
STEP 3:  If there are only a few mussels or organisms on the Sampler, collect the individuals 
and preserve them either by freezing them or placing them in a mason jar (or other sealed 
container) with rubbing alcohol/everclear/vodka until we have confirmed your data.   
 Note: If the Sampler is heavily encrusted, cut it free and wrap it in a plastic garbage bag 
to store in a cooler or refrigerator.   
STEP 4: Be sure to report your monitoring results (even if you did not find anything) as 
soon as possible through our online reporting system (http://lakewatch.research.pdx.edu/).  
Finding nothing (so called “null data”) is important!  Such information increases our 
confidence that a waterbody is NOT infested with a particular Watch List species. 
STEP 5: Return the sampler to the waterbody. Do not clean off the slime on the substrate as 
this actually encourages mussel settlement. 
Equipment  
 Complete, fully assembled Portland Sampler(s) which includes plastic pipe, rope, and 
weight (metal washers) 
 AIS monitoring Field Datasheet 
 Ziplok bags or other closed containers for samples 
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Appendix C. OLW water quality monitoring protocols
 
Overview  
Does it seem like there’s more algae floating in 
your lake, or the water just seems cloudier?  Or 
maybe it seems like the water’s been getting clearer 
over the years.  Or maybe your lake seems warmer 
to you this year.  Without high quality water quality 
data that has been collected over a long period of 
time, it’s difficult to say for sure whether your 
impressions are correct.  
One of the main goals of the Oregon Lake Watch 
(OLW) program is to train volunteers to collect 
simple, but very important water quality data that 
can begin to answer these types of questions.  One 
type of water quality measurement we will train you 
to collect is water transparency using a Secchi disk.  
Water transparency is a surrogate for the amount of 
algae or other suspended material in a lake.  
Declines in water transparency over the long term 
(many years) may be indication that there is something wrong in your lake or its watershed.  On 
the other hand, changes in water transparency over the short term (days to several years) may 
just be due to natural variation in your lake’s ecological and weather conditions.   The long term 
data that you collect will help answer these questions.  
Another type of water quality measurement we will train you to collect is water temperature at 
the lake surface, and down as deep as 15 meters (49 ft).  These temperature profiles are very 
useful for putting your transparency measurements into context (for instance, if your water 
transparency was poor one year, did it correspond to a year with especially warm water 
temperatures?), or to look at long term trends in your lake’s temperature changes with depth.   
We will provide a number of tools and materials to help plan and carry out your monitoring, a 
streamlined way to report your data, and information about how to make sense of your data.  
And if you have questions, we’ll be here to help you out.    
 
Temperature Profile Monitoring Using an AquaCal™ Clinefinder®  
Water temperature is an important characteristic to measure in lakes since it influences 
biological, chemical, and physical characteristics.  Most notably: 
 Water temperature influences the types of plants and animals that can live in a lake as 
well their growth and survival rates.  For example, bass survive and grow better in 
warmer temperatures than trout.  As another example, some toxin-producing blue-green 
algae species tend to be more abundant in warmer water.  
 
Figure 21.  Measuring water transparency with 
a Secchi disk. 
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 Water temperature influences the amount of oxygen dissolved in water that is available 
for fish and other aquatic organisms to breathe.  Colder water generally contains more 
dissolved oxygen than warmer water. 
 Warm water is less dense than cool water. This physical property of water can create 
thermal stratification of a lake, the condition when a layer of  warm, less dense water 
“floats” on top of a layer of cool, denser water (see box for details). Stratification restricts 
the movement of gases and other dissolved substances between layers which can result in 
oxygen depletion, nutrient buildup, and other related changes in the bottom layer.  Lakes 
deeper than about 20 feet can stratify during the summer. 
Water temperatures are also a reflection of seasonal weather and climate conditions.  The start, 
duration, and depth of thermal stratification, as well as ice-on and ice-off dates can be used to 
assess long term trends in weather and 
climate if the data is regularly collected 
over many years. In the shorter term, this 
information can provide context for other 
water quality observations.  For instance, 
you may find that blue-green algal blooms 
on your lake tend to occur during years 
when thermal stratification starts earlier in 
the year than normal. 
As an Oregon Lake Watch volunteer you 
will be measuring water temperature 
profiles using an AquaCal™ ClineFinder® 
handheld digital thermometer.  The 
ClineFinder® has a 15 meter (49 ft) long 
cable attached to the temperature sensor so 
you can measure temperatures at many 
depths in your lake. 
 
The Aquacal™ ClineFinder® that you will be using to measure 
temperature profiles in your lake. 
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Thermal Stratification and Mixing of a Water Column 
Thermal stratification of a water column occurs in deep and moderately deep lakes during 
the warmest part of the year.  A thermally stratified lake is characterized by an evenly 
warm surface layer (the epilimnion), an evenly cool bottom layer (the hypolimnion), and a 
layer between the two that bridges the warm and the cool water (the metalimnion). 
Another term that you may hear is the thermocline which is the depth in the metalimnion 
at which temperature declines the most. An important characteristic of a stratified lake is 
that the movement of dissolved gases and nutrients between layers is restricted.  This can 
result in hypolimnetic oxygen depletion, which reduces the habitat available for many 
types of fish and other aquatic life and can lead to water chemistry changes that fuel 
excessive algal growth. 
 
To understand why thermal stratification occurs, it is instructive to follow the typical 
season pattern of stratification and mixing in an Oregon lake. During the early spring, 
winds are able to mix the entire lake volume resulting in an iso-thermal (even temperature) 
water column. As the spring progresses, more intense sun shines on the lake and warms the 
surface waters. This warmer water is less dense and floats on top of cool water. At 
relatively cool temperatures, however, this difference in density is not enough to resist 
mixing by wind energy and the entire lake will warm up.  At warmer temperatures, density 
differences become great enough that wind energy cannot completely mix the water 
column and we end up with a thermally stratified lake. The depth to which winds mix the 
epilimnion (the upper warm surface layer) ranges around 20 ft or deeper in large, wind-
exposed lakes; and shallower in small, wind-protected lakes. As the epilimnion cools in the 
fall, density differences become smaller until wind energy is able overcome the resistance 
to mixing.  Fall turnover occurs when the lake completely mixes.  Throughout the fall, 
cool winds will continue to mix and cool the entire water column.   
Warmer, less dense, 
mixed surface water
Cooler, denser water
that does not mix
with surface water
Equally cool, 
equally dense 
mixed water 
Winter
(isothermal)
Summer
(thermal stratification)
Wind Wind
Epilimnion
Metalimnion
Hypolimnion
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Equipment Required 
 Anchor and anchor rope 
 Lifejackets 
 Lake map with sampling site marked 
 GPS coordinates of sampling location or description of landmarks used to locate 
sampling site 
 AquaCal™ Clinefinder® 
 Water Quality Field Datasheets (Secchi Transparency and Temperature Profile)  
 Pencil or waterproof pen 
Monitoring Procedures 
STEP 1:  Tie or clip the Clinefinder® surface unit to 
your boat or dock to prevent it from falling overboard.   
STEP 2:  Unwind the temperature sensor (located at the 
end of the cable) and lower it to 0.1 meters (just below 
the surface).  Leave the sensor at 0.1 meters for at least 
one minute to give the sensor time to equilibrate with 
the water temperature at that depth.  Record the depth, 
temperature, and time of measurement on the 
Temperature Profile Datasheet. 
STEP 3:  Lower the sensor to one meter and one meter 
intervals thereafter to 15 meters or to the bottom of the lake, whichever is shallower.  At each 
depth repeat Step 2, including leaving the sensor at each depth for at least one minute.  Make 
sure the cable hangs straight down vertically so measurements are made at the correct depth in 
the water column.  Take measurements at 0.5 meter intervals throughout the metalimnion where 
temperatures change quickly with depth. 
STEP 4:  Wind the cable until into the Clinefinder® until the temperature sensor is at one meter 
and repeat the one meter measurement and record the results. 
STEP 5:  Wind the cable into the Clinefinder®.  Allow the Clinefinder® to air dry and store it 
out of direct sunlight. 
STEP 6:  Enter your data online at http://lakewatch.research.pdx.edu/ 
Tips:   
 If you have a downrigger on your boat, you can clip the temperature sensor to your 
downrigger weight and use the downrigger to lower the sensor to each depth. 
 If your anchored boat is moving too much for the temperature sensor to hang down 
vertically, you can throw another anchor off the stern of the boat, or add more weight to 
the clip that attaches to the lead weight.  Do not clip more than a total of two pounds onto 
the cable and only clip the weight to the clip that comes with the Clinefinder®.  The 
Clinefinder® clip is specially designed to release the weight if it gets caught on the 
bottom without damaging the temperature sensor. 
 
  
The Clinefinder® reads out in 
degrees Celsius and its line is 
marked in half meter increments.  
Conversions between these metric 
units and US standard units are 
included on the Secchi 
Transparency and Temperature 
Profile Field Datasheet.  
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Water Clarity Monitoring using a Secchi Disk 
The clarity of lake water is a simple but reliable measure of the 
amount of suspended matter (algae and sediment) and color 
(dissolved compounds from decaying wetland plants) in the water. 
The Secchi disk is a standardized method of measuring the clarity of 
water. It is the most common and perhaps the easiest measurement 
made on lakes, yet it provides very valuable information about a 
lake’s condition.  
Water clarity can be used to compare between lakes (their trophic 
status), or to track seasonal or long term trends in a particular lake. 
Water clarity can be used to indirectly track changes in suspended 
algae and sediment and water color over time due to natural seasonal and annual trends, as well 
as human-caused trends such as eutrophication.  Eutrophication results from excessive nutrient 
loading from watershed development, farming, forestry, or leaking septic systems. 
Water clarity determines the depth to which algae and 
aquatic plants have sufficient light for growth.  Fish, 
birds and other wildlife depend on water clarity to find 
food or avoid being eaten.    
 
Equipment Required 
 Anchor and anchor rope 
 Lifejackets 
 Secchi instruction manual 
 Water Quality Field Datasheets (Secchi 
Transparency and Temperature Profile)  
 Pencil or waterproof pen 
 Lake map with sampling site marked 
 GPS coordinates of sampling location or 
description of landmarks used to locate sampling 
site 
 Secchi disk with depth calibrated line 
 View tube  
Lake Trophic State 
Nutrient input into many lakes 
determines the amount of algae in 
the water column. Since algae are 
the base of the food web, the 
amount of algae determines the 
overall biological productivity of 
the lake. Lakes with a lot of 
biological activity (high algae, 
plant, and fish abundance and 
growth rates) are termed 
eutrophic (well-fed). Lakes with 
very little nutrient input and 
therefore low biological activity 
are termed oligotrophic (poorly-
fed). Lakes with intermediate 
amounts or nutrient input are 
termed mesotrophic. Describing a 
lake’s trophic state is therefore, a 
shorthand way of communicating 
important information about a 
lake. 
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Secchi Transparency Measurement Procedures 
STEP 1: Before heading out to your sampling site, make 
sure the time and conditions are right for sampling.  
Measurements should be taken between 10 am and 4 pm.  
Ideal conditions are calm waters and sunny skies, but 
measurements can be taken whenever conditions are safe 
(no whitecaps on the lake or ice on the boat). 
 
STEP 2: Navigate to the designated sampling site on your 
lake and anchor the boat to prevent drifting.  Your OLW 
trainer will provide you with a map showing the 
designated sampling site, the sampling site identification 
number, and the GPS coordinates of the site.  In shallow 
lakes, be mindful of suspending sediments that could 
interfere with Secchi disk readings.  
 
STEP 3: Remove your sunglasses and slowly lower the 
Secchi disk over the sunny side of the boat.  Observe the 
disk though the viewtube until the disk disappears from 
view.  Take your time and move the disk up and down by 
several feet to narrow down this point of disappearance 
and reappearance.  Place a clothespin at the water surface 
once you determine this point.     
 
STEP 4: Bring the Secchi disk back onto the boat and 
measure the distance from the disk to the clothespin.  The 
rope is marked as single black lines in one meter 
increments and red lines at 0.5 meter increments. 
 
STEP 5: Record the measurement on your Secchi field 
data sheet along with your name, the time and date of measurement, wave conditions, sky 
conditions, and any notes that may be useful (for example, “algal clumps that looked like small 
blades or grass were visible throughout the water column”). 
 
STEP 6: Repeat steps three through four as a measure of 
the repeatability (also known as precision) of your 
measurement. Record the new measurement and note that it 
is a precision check sample. 
 
Step 1.  Make sure the time of day
and conditions are OK for sampling
Step 3.  Lower Secchi,
view through viewtube,
and mark depth of
disappearance
Step 5.  Record measurement
and associated data on
the field datasheet
Step 4.  Measure distance from
Secchi to clothespin
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STEP 7: Enter your data online at http://lakewatch.research.pdx.edu 
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Appendix D. Volunteer Survey and Human Subject Research Proposal  
I. Investigator’s Assurance - attached 
 
II. Project Title & Prospectus - Oregon Lake Watch 
A number of states have instituted successful volunteer-based citizen-science programs focused 
on early detection of aquatic invasive species (AIS) and/or water quality characteristics. 
Programs such as the Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP), and Florida 
LAKEWATCH provide hands-on training, field identification guides, access to limnologists or 
other experts, periodic newsletters and access to program reports. In return, volunteers commit to 
long-term monitoring at regular intervals using program protocols for data collection, 
documentation and quality control procedures. In Oregon, the Citizen Lake Watch Program, 
begun in 1991, was coordinated by the Center for Lakes and Reservoirs at PSU in conjunction 
with DEQ; volunteers collected water quality information and helped with early detection efforts 
targeting hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata). Volunteers surveyed over 50 lakes across four of 
Oregon’s Ecoregions until funding difficulties lead to the program’s dormancy in the early 
2000s.  We are reactivating the Oregon Lake Watch program in 2013 with funding from the 
Oregon State Marine Board, with a focus on early detection of AIS as well as various water 
quality parameters.   
We are currently identifying potential volunteers, developing training materials, clarifying 
volunteer requirements and commitments, and developing quality assurance protocols for data 
management.  
 
Volunteers who contact us will be asked to fill out a short survey before training and field 
sampling so we can gauge 1) their existing levels of experience with plant identification and 
water quality sampling and 2) their ability to attend a training session and their minimum 
sampling commitment and 3) their equipment needs.  Following this year’s field season, we will 
also ask volunteers to provide program feedback.   
 
III. Type of Review 
The proposed study falls under the “Exempt Review” category under article 3, whereby the study 
will conduct survey procedures that without exception will maintain the confidentiality of the 
personally identifiable information throughout the research and thereafter.   
 
IV. Subject Recruitment 
The subject population will consist of self-identified volunteers recruited from the Oregon Lakes 
Association, Soil and Water Conservation Districts, Watershed Councils, Cooperative Weed 
Management Areas and various state and federal government agency contacts.  It is expected that 
30 to 60 participants will be recruited, with no selectivity for age, gender, ethnic background or 
health.  Participants will be recruited via email and listserves in which the project is identified as 
a citizen science program organized by Portland State University to assist with detecting 
infestations of harmful aquatic invasive species and monitoring water quality.  Inclusion is 
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restricted to participants willing to attend a training session and commit to twice/year 
monitoring.  Subjects under the age of 16 will be excluded.   
 
V. Informed Consent 
A waiver of signed consent is requested, as the research presents no more than minimal risk of 
harm to subjects and involves no procedures for which written consent is normally required 
outside of the research context. 
 
 
 
VI. First-Person Scenario 
“I was sent an email via the Oregon Department of Agriculture’s weed listserve asking for 
potential volunteers to monitor Oregon lakes.  The next day, I emailed the organizers to express 
my interest and then was sent a reply, in which I was asked to answer a brief survey to help 
gauge my level of previous experience and whether I had certain helpful equipment.  They also 
mentioned I would be asked a few questions this fall, after completing the training and 
monitoring.  They stated that this information would help them determine where to conduct 
training sessions, fine-tune the training to peoples’ experience levels and figure out what 
additional equipment was needed.  Just a few of the questions were required (whether I had a 
lake in mind to monitor, if I could commit to attending a training session and to going out twice a 
year).  They clearly noted that none of my answers or personal information would be shared with 
anyone outside the staff of the Oregon Lake Watch program.”     
 
“The initial survey had 12 questions, and took about 10 minutes to complete. After joining the 
program, I was sent a follow-up email in the fall thanking me for participating in the Oregon 
Lake Watch program and asking that I answer just a few questions.  None of these were required, 
but since they would help them understand the program’s strengths and weaknesses I filled them 
out; this took less than 10 minutes.”  
 
VII. Potential Risks and Safeguards  
The research presents minimal risk to the subjects.  Participants may feel embarrassment or discomfort 
if they do not have previous experience with identifying invasive species or if they do not possess 
equipment.  This is considered a small risk given that one of the outcomes of the survey will be to 
provide training and establish that basic safety equipment is a requirement.  Risk will be managed or 
eliminated by adding a sentence to the survey that allows subjects to bypass questions specific to the 
discomfort. 
 
VIII. Potential Benefits 
The benefits of this project are several-fold.  First, researchers will gauge the level of experience of 
volunteers, allowing more effective targeting of training sessions.  Training sessions will allow citizens to 
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gain more detailed knowledge about how to monitor and understand lake conditions, creating a more 
educated populace on water quality and invasive species issues.  Data obtained by volunteers can be 
used by Oregon Departments of Environmental Quality and Fish & Wildlife to target lakes for more 
intensive study in the future and help prevent further spread of invasive species.  Second, the survey will 
confirm that volunteers have the proper safety equipment to perform monitoring activities (e.g., life 
jacket).  Third, a post-participation survey will help researchers determine the effectiveness of the 
training sessions and the overall program.  Participants that volunteer for the Oregon Lake Watch 
program will be eligible for a free membership to the Oregon Lakes Association as a token of 
participation. 
 
IX. Confidentiality, Records & Distribution 
The identity of subjects will be held in confidentiality.  Records will be stored on PSU’s Google Drive in a 
protected spreadsheet which will only be accessible to PSU staff assisting with Oregon Lake Watch.  
These records may be transferred to computer files accessible only to the research team and stored at 
PSU with password-protection. 
 
X. Training and Experience 
PI Strecker has a PhD in Biology, research assistant Miller has a BS in Aquatic Systems Analysis, and 
research assistant Morgan has a BA in Community Studies.  Strecker, Miller and Morgan have experience 
interacting with the general public and, more specifically lake-users, through public seminars and 
previous research studies. 
 
 
XI. Appendix A – Survey Questions 
 
Step 1: Pre-participation Survey (to be filled out by volunteer) 
1. What is your current level of experience in identifying aquatic plants (scale 1-5)? 
2. What is your current level of experience with water quality sampling (scale 1-5)? 
3. Are you willing to attend one 6-hour training session to discuss survey techniques, safety 
procedures and data collection?   How far are you willing to travel for a training session? 
4. Are you interested in conducting sampling for: 
a. aquatic weeds (Y/N) 
b. invasive animals like zebra/quagga mussels & non-native crayfish (Y/N) 
c. water quality data, like water temperature, transparency (Y/N) 
5. How many times a year can you survey?  
a. once a month 
b. twice a month 
c. twice a year 
6. Do you have a lake (or lakes) in mind for monitoring? (Y/N) 
7. If you replied ‘yes’ to Question #6, please write in the lake name and county.   
8. Do you have the following necessary equipment?  
a. a safe, registered boat (Y/N) 
b. a personal floatation device for each person to be present on the boat 
(Y/N) 
9. Do you have the following optional equipment?  
a. digital camera (Y/N) 
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b. GPS (global positioning system) (Y/N) 
10. What is your full name?  
11. Do you have internet access?  What is your email address? 
12. What is your phone number?  
 
 
Step 2: Post-participation Survey (to be filled out by volunteer) 
 
Following your volunteer efforts with Oregon Lake Watch, what is your: 
1. Current level of experience identifying aquatic plants (scale 1-5)? 
2. Current level of experience water quality sampling (scale 1-5)? 
3. Are you willing to volunteer with Oregon Lake Watch next year (2014)?  (if ‘no’, please 
skip to Question #6) 
4. If you replied ‘yes’ to Question #3, are you interested in conducting sampling for: 
a. aquatic weeds (Y/N) 
b. invasive animals like zebra/quagga mussels & non-native crayfish (Y/N) 
c. water quality data, like water temperature, transparency (Y/N) 
5. If you replied ‘yes’ to Question #3, do you want to monitor the same lake as this year?  
(Y/N) 
6. Did you find the OLW training sufficient?  (Y/N) 
7. If you have any suggestions on how to improve the OLW program, please share them 
here:  
8. What is your full name?  
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Appendix B – Informed Consent 
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Professor Angela Strecker from 
Portland State University, Department of Environmental Science and Management. The research 
hopes to learn about water quality and invasive species in Oregon lakes. You were selected as a 
possible participant in this study because you have volunteered to be part of the Oregon Lake 
Watch program. 
 
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to answer questions in an online (or mail) survey 
both prior to and following participation as a volunteer. The pre-participation part of the survey 
will last approximately 10 minutes, as will the post-participation part of the survey in the fall.   
While participating in this study, it is possible that you will feel some embarrassment or 
discomfort, at which point you can opt not to answer specific questions. You may not receive 
any direct benefit from taking part in this study, but the study may help to increase knowledge 
which may help others in the future. To encourage participation, you are eligible to become a 
member of the Oregon Lake Watch program. 
 
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be linked to you or 
identify you will be kept private and will not be shared. This information will be kept private by 
storage at Portland State University in a password-protected computer file.  Paper copies will be 
kept in a locked filing cabinet.  Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to take part in 
this study and you may withdraw from this study at any time. 
 
If you have questions or concerns about your participation in this study, contact Angela Strecker 
(strecker@pdx.edu, 503-725-2427) at PO Box 751, Portland State University, Portland OR 
97201.   If you have concerns about your rights as a research subject, please contact Human 
Subjects Research Review Committee, Research and Strategic Partnerships, PO Box 751, 
Portland State University, Portland OR 97201 (hsrrc@lists.pdx.edu, 1-877-480-4400).  
 
By completing the survey, you will indicate to the researcher that you have read and understand 
the above information and agree to take part in this study. The researcher will provide you with a 
copy of this form for your own records. 
 
